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QUESTION 1
An iSeries customer would like a better understanding of WebSphere.Which of the
following customer needs does WAS address?
A. Integrating CODE/400with J2EEB
B. Presenting business applications on the Web
C. Redesigning line of business applications for the Web
D. Developing integrated Java applications for line of business applications
Answer: B
QUESTION 2
A customer would like for employees to be able to access iSeries applications and
the OS/400 command line within a browser. They require that this be done without
changing source code and with no development effort. Which of the following
solutions meets these requirements?
A. PCOMM
B. HATS LE
C. Host Publisher
D. IBM Web Facing TOOI
Answer: B
QUESTION 3
A customer with an i270 processor FC#2248 is using the IBM HTTP Server
(Powered by Apache) including Tomcat supplied with OS/400. Which of the
following products is supported in this environment to access resources?
A. HATS
B. IBM Web Facing TOOI
C. Web Sphere Host Publisher
D. iSeries Access for Web
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
A customer wants to reface their existing order entry application when they add
capacity to their i840. They currently own Web Sphere Development Studio and
considering using either Seagull Blue Zone or Advanced Business Link GUIStyle for
the reface. Which of the following reasons would cause them to consider the tools in
WDS?
A. Both of the partner products require a Java Application Server.
B. WDSc is an IBM product.
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